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About This Game

Ready your weapons and answer the call of the gods to save the universe from evil!

The Viking brothers, Evarand and Boromir, have barely recuperated from their last heroic adventure when Odin beckons. The
dark god Loki is trying to tear the universe apart and rebuild it in his warped image, and the gods of Asgard need the Vikings to

lead the charge in defense of all that is pure and good.

The epic tale sees the Viking Brothers join the god Heimdall to solve the mystery of Loki's plan. From the icy realm of
Niflheim to the red-hot depths of Helheim, Evarand and Boromir will face dark dwarfs, fire giants, a cruel witch and more.

Surprises abound as the brothers follow Heimdall's lantern, which points the way.

The gameplay complements the beautifully told story by giving players a rich and rewarding experience with broad appeal. Fans
of arcade games will enjoy racing against the clock to remove obstacles from each map and defeat enemies. People who enjoy a

strategic experience will relish the opportunity to earn achievements for managing their time and resources well. And players
who want to enjoy the addictive fun and vibrant visuals without worrying about the timer will appreciate the inclusion of a

casual mode.

Packed with thrilling challenges and offering a wealth of special features – including a bonus chapter with its own engaging
story – Viking Brothers 3 is an instant classic!
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Even as an early release it is solid overall. Excellent character sprites, good sound tracks, no hentai tentacle monsters from the
4th dimension. The character dialogue leaves much to be desired imo but nevertheless it's not like the stuff you'll find in 
fanfiction.net. Jokes aside the interactions are nice and I can't wait so see the rest of the story unfold.
The fact you have the creator soloing this speaks volumes of his\/her talent. Tbh it's nice to play these sorts of games and not
feel like you're alone. You get spaceship buddies that can actually fight back!
Currently I'd give this game in it's current state a 9.69\/10
. Great tool!. Been playing it on and off and for the price, its worth it, its a money/time budgeting simulator that's a lot of fun. It
starts off really hard at first with you trying to budget your time with your avatars current needs and wants but once you get the
ball rolling it gets a lot more interesting. You can own houses, start multiple businesses, play with the stock market, become a
landlord of multiple properties, own all kinds of collectables, and do many other things. The game is well worth the price in my
opinion, also dev is pretty active in the forum and does frequent updates and takes suggestions into consideration.. Good job
guy. This game has an incredibly steep learning curve which is more like a cliff and so most people dont get further than playing
against a cheating AI for the most part. However, I can say with certainty this is possibly one of the best Tactical RTS games I
have ever played. The online community is helpful beyond belief and the feel of a 10v10 when you have a checkpoint charlie
stand off with the enemies tank is incredibly fun to watch. Not only that, but the addition of Jets and bombers and the balance
of infantry and their variety keeps this game very interesting to watch.. As much as I enjoy newer games, there is just something
about these older trading simulations that keeps on bringing me back again and again. Patrician III is certainly no exception to
this, it has provided days of entertainment over the years!
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i wanna live in hollywood now. Don't download, game is closed. I have to say, I've never really like this kind of game, but
something about Ember Strike I like.

To be honest, I think it's because it reminds me alot of MtG. I wont spoil much of it for you, but you gather alot of creatures,
form a team, and progress through different areas, eliminating the monsters in said areas. There might be more to it, but thats as
far as I got before the game asked me to write a review.

Overall, I say it's free and fun. Why not get it?. Game itself its awesome but the control keys are awful and the automatic spins
spoil everything .

Great potencial thougth. This game dosnt waist your freakin time it just jumps through 1 quick cutseen and then you start killing
things and then it's gameplay is a mix of realtime and turnbaced strategy and battles go by fast its perfect for speed running
grinding isnt as tedious i hope you see where i'm comming from so I don't have TO WAIST MY
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING TIME EXPLAINING IT its a quick paced game and i'd say you'd get A lot more than you'd
expect and for only 3$ its worth your time.

and the first two charaecters you have are simple to understand two mercinaries just tryin to get bye it's the third one who
shakes things up by being a princess and most of the main story inpluments on who the charaecters are the first two haggle
through and you will get paid after story events which is very nice and the princess is kinda just a ufo to me i dont exactly get
most of her perpous but her powers make up for it. this game gives you alot more than your bargening for and it's so underrated
it's baffeling spread the word about this game and play it, it is well worth the 3$ your paying for this game.. Game crash all the
time when I try to choose levels.. Let me start off with saying it's still early access so the game does have its share of issues. That
being said, i've enjoying the game and am excited to see what the devs can make out of the game. 4/5 Stars. Slime-san is a
challenging platfromer similar to that of the Super meat boy series with a great soundtrack and a good ramp-up in difficulty as
you progress through the levels. The game is about 4-9hrs depending on skill level- and that's not including collecting all of the
collectables, getting the time trial record, DLC, and New game+. $15 for the game is a great price for this game, and it's
definitely worth your concideration getting the Soundtrack as well.
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